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Professional Computational Biologists
Data generators and basic analysts
Knowledge Seekers
Knowledge Generators

Therefore we aim to:
•
•
•
•

2

instances of “minimum inventory/maximum
diversity” systems, a term coined by Peter Pearce in
his book, Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for
Design (MIT Press, 1978).

Create a powerful framework for programmatic access to data and functions of
Kbase. (Users A,B)
–

Ultimately provide stubs for use in PERL, PYTHON, R, MATLAB, Galaxy, etc.

Create a set of packaged “Widgets” that make placement and recognizable display
of Kbase “functions” on web pages (or within perhaps other apps), easy and
identifiable. (Users B)
Create a “simplified” portal for search and aggregation of data for data consumers
and Knowledge Seekers. (Users C,D)
Create a innovative platform for knowledge creation, evolution and sharing.
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• Enabling science
– Scientific objectives lead to software requirements
– The project scientific drivers provide scope

• Open access to public data, services, and
software
• Community contribution of data and services

KBase is providing robust and scalable infrastructure to support new science
by offering…
•
•
•
•
•
•

High speed data transfers will enable better response times (ESNet)
Access to back end storage systems for large data sets
Remote compute services for HPC, cluster and cloud based (Magellan)
Workflow support
Web UX access to data and computing
Persistent and transient data
management capabilities
• Support for users, teams,
projects and cross talk

KBase leverages ESNet for 10+ Gb/s data transfer between
all nodes

BNL
• ESnet backbone ( ESnet4) is a
national 10 Gbps optical
circuit infrastructure
• GridFTP and Globus Online
enabled data transfers
•
• National failover and
redundancy

KBase Roadmap
Version 1 (Early 2013) – Access a unified environment to view, query,
and download data for microbes, plants, and microbial communities.
Apply a series of powerful demonstration workflows, including genome
annotation, metabolic modeling, and phenotype analysis.

Version 2 (Late 2013) – Use a Narrative Interface providing an online
environment to collaboratively piece together a wide variety of KBase
tools and data into a scientific narrative. Receive extensive support for
integrated analysis of thousands of genomes, including comparative
analysis of metabolism, regulation, and model-predicted phenotypes
reconciled with experimental measurements.
Beyond – Use and expand on a scalable framework for predictive biology.
Easily integrate data across microbes, communities, and plants to
construct models mapping from the genotypes of complex microbial and
plant communities to their phenotypes.

Our overall goals are to:
• Reconstruct and predict metabolic and
gene expression regulatory networks to
manipulate microbial function
• Vastly increase the capability of the
scientific community to communicate
and utilize their existing data
• Enable the planning of effective
experiments and maximizing
understanding of microbial system function

Our overall goals are to:
• Scalable, flexible analyses, link physiological and
metadata sets to metagenomic sequences
• Data QC and GSC compliant data and standards
for data collection
• Enable modeling of metabolic processes within a
community
• Predict microbial growth in isolation and in a
community

Our overall goals:
In order to extract knowledge from the
wealth of high-throughput data in plant
biology we need the ability to integrate
data
meaningfully.
Therefore we aim to:
•
•
•

Establish a framework for deploying capability that will allow for interactive, datadriven analysis and exploration across multiple -omics experiments.
Provide researchers in plant sciences access to comprehensive datasets from highthroughput experiments together with relevant analytical tools and resources.
Provide a platform for researchers to analyze their own experimental data, and
have these results incorporated into the data exploration framework.

“What are the genes in the carbon- producing pathway with expression profile
correlated with circadian rhythm and carrying SNPs found to be associated in
a genome-wide screen for seed weight?”

•

•

•

•

Genomes:
• Arabidopsis thaliana, Populus trichocarpa, Sorghum bicolor, Brachypodium dystachion
• JGI/Phytozome: Assemblies and gene annotations
• Gramene: Functional annotations
Phenotypes:
– Arabidopsis :250K SNP Array: 107 traits (Atwell et al, 2010)
– Poplar: 30K SNP Chip based association study results (Tuskan), Poplar Consortium 38K
Networks:
– Protein-Protein Interaction: IntAct (Arabidopsis and Poplar projections from Arabidopsis)
– Gene Regulatory Networks: AGRIS (Arabidopsis), KBase co-expression (GEO Arabidopsis
and Poplar)
– Functional Association Networks: AraNet (Arabidopsis). PopNet (Poplar projections from
AraNet)
Metabolic Pathways: Arabidopsis thaliana, Populus trichocarpa, Sorghum bicolor,
Brachypodium dystachion Assemblies and gene annotation
– Data sources: KEGG, PMN, Gramene, PlantCy, ModelSEED
– Ability to automatically generate a primary metabolism model for user-furnished
transcripts

By Feb. 2013, we will have the following capabilities:
Genotyping Workflow
• Create a KBase CI workflow: sequencing reads  genotypes:
SNPs, & indels
• Demonstrate many-fold speedup of KBase cloud over serial version
Genotype-to-phenotype data exploration
• Project genetic variations onto metabolic pathways
• Use networks and expression data
to narrow down gene candidates
• Develop recommender system based on
“guilt-by-association” principle in
clusters and networks
• Visualize networks connecting gene candidates for
phenotype of interest
Plants work is cross-cutting with microbial and
communities data and predictions.

36 MONTHS — AUGUST 2014
•

•

•

Improving and extend plant data models
– metabolic models integration and reconciliation of expression data
– Multi-tissue whole-plant models
– Data sets for target genomes
Improved and extend services and algorithms
– Genotype prediction
– Functional prediction
– Expression profile
– Network analysis
– Integrated visualizations
Collaborations
– iPlant
– JGI
– Community

http://kbase.us

Outreach Events
Training
• Tutorials: Learning the KBase system and services
• Bootcamps: Developing in KBase
• Plant Science “boot camp” end of April @ CSHL
• Workshops: Solving scientific problems using KBase

Get Involved
• Visit DOE booth at the Plant and Animal Genome (PAG) Conference
January 12-16 in San Diego.
• Visit kbase.us and see our events calendar which includes upcoming
presentations and training (direct link to calendar:
http://kbase.us/news/upcoming-events/)
•
• Send email to outreach@kbase.us. We can also set up a convenient time
to speak with you.
• View our documentation including tutorials at kbase.us
(direct link to documentation: http://kbase.us/developer-zone/)
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